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Newron System and LOYTEC team up to provide an 
“everything but the application” solution. 
 
Open LonMark Systems are increasing. Open networks need to interconnect several 
application products into an open solution. LOYTEC now to distributes Newron 
products to provide every piece needed for interconnection: software, infrastructure, 
training and expertise.   
 
 

Newron System’s core business is developing advanced software solutions for LonMark Open 

Systems.  LOYTEC’s core business is developing advanced infrastructure solutions for open 

systems.  Both companies commit to offer the latest technical innovations in these fields to 

their customers. Newron and LOYTEC team up and cooperate, proof the speed of innovation 

and long term commitment to support LonMark Open Systems. 

  

We will further build and expand our existing capabilities and resources throughout Europe. 

Combining our forces will be an exciting step forward for our customers. Our aim is to offer an 

increased choice of innovative products for building automation network management and 

network infrastructure.  

 

The combination of Newron System software and LOYTEC infrastructure products enables a 

fast, easy and cost-effective integration of  LonMark systems. “Any enterprise involved in 

integrating LonMark Open Systems needs to standardize a product line to build up its own 

solution and prevent from reinventing the wheel at system level” said Serge LE MEN chief 

executive of Newron System. Hans-Jörg Schweinzer, president of LOYTEC adds to this: “A very 

effective infrastructure product range combined with the largest and most innovative software 

family on the market offers the best solution to maximize our mutual customer benefits.” 

 

 

 

NEWRON SYSTEM SA 
Newron System is the leading European software company for LonMark Open Systems. 

Founded in 1993, Newron System has been committed to developing LonWorks system and 

solutions, and has specialized in LonWorks tools and software for over 6 years. Our proven 

expertise has been channelled into providing integrators with an easy-to-use, cost effective and 

reliable software range. 

 

Newron System’s aim is to reduce integration time and costs, and facilitate system design. We 

offer a complete range of software to manage, maintain and supervise LonMark Open Systems. 



With years of experience devoted to LonWorks technology, Newron System is a recognized 

market leader for LonWorks software supplier. 
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LOYTEC electronics GmbH 

LOYTEC is a leading European provider of network analysis tools and network infrastructure 

products for the growing building automation market. With our core technologies LC3020, 

ORION protocol stack (ANSI/EIA 709.1), and L-CNIP (CEA/EIA-852) we offer an open platform 

for flexible, robust, high performance networking with IP and ANSI/EIA-709 networks. From our 

headquarter in Vienna, Austria we offer products and design services to all our customers 

around the world. Strong partnerships with leading companies in the IT and automation market 

together with intensive research work with universities shape our portfolio to meet the 

requirements of our customers. For more information visit www.loytec.com.  
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